2015-2016 Annual In-State Full-Time Undergraduate Tuition and Fees at Virginia Public Institutions

- Virginia Community College System: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $4,275, New Students $5,493
- Richard Bland College: New Students $8,226
- Virginia State University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $8,366, Sophomores $9,220
- Norfolk State University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $9,768
- University of Virginia - Wise: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $9,809
- Old Dominion University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $10,066
- Radford University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $10,920
- James Madison University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,070
- George Mason University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,185
- University of Mary Washington: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,242
- Longwood University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,374
- Virginia Tech: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,468
- Christopher Newport University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,548
- Virginia Commonwealth University: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $11,632
- University of Virginia: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $14,407
- Virginia Military Institute: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $16,536
- College of William and Mary: Continuing (Pre-Promise) $14,658
- Juniors $15,822
- Sophomores $17,822
- New Students $19,372